CHAPTER XIV
METALS AND CIVILIZATION
Why Minerals Are Most Abundant among Mountains
The processes of mountain building are closely connected with the
occurrence of metals. If the earth's intermittent contraction had not
bent and broken the crust, and caused molten materials to move from
lower to higher levels, many minerals would be practically unknown.
Metals, which are the most valuable minerals, are heavy. Iron weighs
three and gold seven times as much as quartz. Consequently during
the earth s cooling the metals seem largely to have sunk into the interior.
We infer this from the fact that the earth as a whole weighs twice as
much per cubic foot as does the outer mile or two of the -crust. If no
mountain building had ever taken place the heavier minerals would prob-
ably now be almost entirely buried far beyond our reach.
Mountains have also been a help because their height and slope have
permitted erosion to cut deeply into the earth's crust. Otherwise most
of the metallic deposits, even though uplifted, would be buried under an
enormously thick layer of dense rock. During the lapse of millions of
years the work of running water has carried away thousands of feet of
rock and exposed many deep-seated deposits. An immeasurable quantity
of valuable minerals has thus been carried to the sea as mud and lost,
but in doing this the underlying rocks have been exposed so that at least
a part of the earth's metallic wealth is accessible.
Because of all this, mining industries are largely concentrated in
regions of rugged relief. In the United States the chief mining regions
are in the Sierra Nevadas, the Rocky Mountains, and the Appalachians.
The mountainous relief of Arizona is one of the factors in its annual pro-
duction of minerals usually worth well over $100,000,000, or more than
$250 for each inhabitant. In the same way mountainous Montana often
produces over $150 worth per inhabitant. Texas, on the contrary, aside
from its enormous production of petroleum and natural gas, produces
minerals worth only $2.50 to $3 per inhabitant. The state consists largely
of plains, and petroleum is normally a product of regions of low relief.
The figure for the flat State of Mississippi is only 70 cents. None of the
mineral wealth of Mississippi is metallic.
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